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Abstract

An important feature of cocaine addiction in humans is the emergence of negative affect (e.g.,

dysphoria, irritability, anhedonia), postulated to play a key role in craving and relapse. Indeed, the

DSM-IV recognizes that social, occupational and/or recreational activities become reduced as a

consequence of repeated drug use where previously rewarding experiences (e.g., food, job, family)

become devalued as the addict continues to seek and use drug despite serious negative

consequences. Here, research in the Carelli laboratory is reviewed that examined neurobiological

mechanisms that may underlie these processes using a novel animal model. Oromotor responses

(taste reactivity) were examined as rats learned that intraoral infusion of a sweet (e.g., saccharin)

predicts impending but delayed access to cocaine self-administration. We showed that rats exhibit

aversive taste reactivity (i.e., gapes/rejection responses) during infusion of the sweet paired with

impending cocaine, similar to aversive responses observed during infusion of quinine, a bitter

tastant. Critically, the expression of this pronounced aversion to the sweet predicted the

subsequent motivation to self-administer cocaine. Electrophysiology studies show that this shift in

palatability corresponds to an alteration in nucleus accumbens (NAc) cell firing; neurons that

previously responded with inhibition during infusion of the palatable sweet shifted to excitatory

activity during infusion of the cocaine-devalued tastant. This excitatory response profile is

typically observed during infusion of quinine, indicating that the once palatable sweet becomes

aversive following its association with impending but delayed cocaine, and NAc neurons encode

this aversive state. We also review electrochemical studies showing a shift (from increase to

decrease) in rapid NAc dopamine release during infusion of the cocaine-paired tastant as the

aversive state developed, again, resulting in responses similar to quinine infusion. Collectively,

our findings suggest that cocaine-conditioned cues elicit a cocaine-need state that is aversive, is

encoded by a distinct subset of NAc neurons and rapid dopamine signaling, and promotes cocaine-

seeking behavior. Finally, we present data showing that experimentally induced abstinence (30
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days) exacerbates this natural reward devaluation by cocaine, and this effect is correlated with a

greater motivation to lever press during extinction. Dissecting the neural mechanisms underlying

these detrimental consequences of addiction is critical since it may lead to novel treatments that

ameliorate negative affective states associated with drug use and decrease the drive (craving) for

the drug.

1. Introduction

Cocaine addiction is a complex disease characterized by cycles of drug consumption and

abstinence followed by craving and relapse (Kalivas and Volkow, 2005; Koob and Volkow,

2010). Embedded in the addiction cycle is the well-established finding that natural rewards

become devalued as a consequence of repeated drug use (American Psychiatric Association,

1993; Volkow et al., 2004). For example, friends, family, jobs and recreational activities

become much less important to the addict in comparison to the drug. This occurs despite

devastating consequences of continued drug use including alienation of friends and family,

loss of employment and negative health consequences. Understanding the neurobiological

mechanisms underlying natural reward devaluation by cocaine may be critically important

when developing new behavioral and pharmacological treatments for addiction (Volkow et

al., 2004).

A primary focus of research in the Carelli lab has been to understand neurobiological

mechanisms mediating goal-directed actions for natural rewards (e.g., food/water) versus

cocaine. We have directed our work at the nucleus accumbens (NAc) and its dopaminergic

input given the unique anatomical arrangement of this structure and its role in ‘limbic-motor

integration’ (Carelli and Wightman, 2004; Mogenson et al., 1980; Pennartz et al., 1994).

Using electrophysiological recording procedures in behaving rats, we have shown that

distinct subsets of NAc neurons selectively encode important features of goal-directed

behaviors for cocaine versus natural rewards (Carelli and Deadwyler, 1994; Carelli et al.,

2000; Carelli et al., 1993; Carelli and Wightman, 2004; Carelli and Wondolowski, 2003,

2006). Further, NAc neural activity, as well as rapid dopamine signaling in this structure, are

highly dynamic and profoundly altered by a variety of factors including learning about

stimuli associated with cocaine (Carelli, 2000, 2004), operant conditioning contingences

(Carelli and Deadwyler, 1996; Carelli and Ijames, 2000, 2001; Carelli et al., 1993;

Hollander et al., 2002), as well as decision-making related to effort, delay (Day et al., 2011;

Day et al., 2010) and risk-taking (Sugam and Carelli, 2013; Sugam et al., 2012).

Additionally, neural activity in the NAc is dramatically altered by experimenter-controlled

cocaine abstinence (Cameron and Carelli, 2012; Hollander and Carelli, 2005, 2007).

The dynamic nature of NAc signaling is also evident in our work that examined the role of

the NAc in natural reward devaluation by cocaine. This interest was sparked by our early

observations of behavioral profiles during tasks involving lever pressing for a natural reward

(water or food) versus self-administered cocaine in a multiple schedule design. We noted

that rats would stop lever pressing for the natural reward when that lever consistently

preceded the drug lever (unpublished finding). This was a fascinating observation given the

work by Grigson and others that showed that animals will respond less for a previously

palatable natural reward when it comes to predict an abused drug (Grigson, 1997, 2000,
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2008; Grigson and Twining, 2002; Wise et al., 1976). Here, we review our work that

examined a role of the NAc in natural reward devaluation by cocaine using a novel

behavioral model in combination with electrophysiological and electrochemical approaches.

2. An animal model of natural reward devaluation by cocaine

In our initial study (Wheeler et al., 2008), rats where implanted with intraoral cannulae (for

tastant infusion directly into their mouths), an intrajugular catheter for self-administration,

and microelectrode arrays bilaterally positioned in the NAc core and shell. Our model was

based on the finding that rats exhibit stereotyped oromotor responses, termed ‘taste

reactivity’, to taste stimuli infused directly into the oral cavity that correspond to hedonic

aspects of the stimulus (Grill and Norgren, 1978). Specifically, rats exhibit appetitive taste

reactivity (e.g., licks) during infusion of a sweet tastant such as saccharin, and aversive taste

reactivity (e.g., gapes) during intraoral infusion of a bitter tastant such as quinine. In our

study, rats were given daily conditioning sessions completed in 2 phases. In the first phase,

rats were intraorally infused with a distinctly flavored (e.g., orange) saccharin solution

delivered over 3.5 s per trial every minute for 30 trials. In Phase 2, animals were trained to

self-administer cocaine during daily 2-hour sessions using established procedures. Lever

depression on an FR1 schedule resulted in intravenous cocaine delivery (0.33 mg/inf, 6 s)

that was signaled by termination of the cue light and simultaneous onset of a tone-houselight

stimulus complex (20 s). The next day, the same rats underwent the same procedure with

two changes: 1) the flavor of the saccharin solution was changed (e.g., from orange to grape)

and 2) phase 2 involved self-administration of saline. This procedure was repeated for 14

days (7 of each pairing).

Using this design rats learned that infusion of a distinctly flavored tastant during phase 1

predicted the ability to self-administer cocaine in phase 2. Inherent in this design however is

that rats had to wait an extended period of time (30 min) to gain access to the drug. We

hypothesized that the “drug waiting” period in phase 1 allowed for a strong association to

develop between the tastant paired with delayed cocaine, and enabled the emergence of a

negative affective state as measured by taste reactivity. In support, rats developed a strong

aversion to the tastant that predicted cocaine (but not saline), reflected by changes in the

oro-facial expression during tastant delivery. That is, the flavored saccharin solution paired

with saline elicited classic appetitive taste reactivity (licking, lateral tongue protrusions; Fig.

1A (Wheeler et al., 2008). In contrast, the cocaine-paired tastant elicited aversive taste

reactivity (gapes, Fig. 1B). This behavioral response profile was also reflected in EMG

recordings of the anterior digastric muscle, a muscle coupled to licking (Fig 1C & D).

Critically, the negative affective state that developed in phase 1 increased motivation to

consume cocaine, once the drug was available in phase 2. Specifically, aversive taste

reactivity (gapes) was significantly correlated with cocaine loading responses (presses

during the first 5 min of the session) and latency to the first press during cocaine self-

administration. That is, rats that exhibited the most gapes in phase 1 showed the greatest

number of load up responses and the fastest latency to initiate responding for cocaine once

the self-administration phase began (Fig. 1E). Following the final training day, rats were

given a test session in which the unpaired (saline associated) then the paired (cocaine
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associated) tastants were intraorally infused. During the test session, rats exhibited primarily

appetitive taste reactivity to the tastant associated with saline (unpaired) but aversive taste

reactivity during infusion of the tastant predictive of cocaine (paired) (Fig. 1F). Further, rats

preferred the tastant paired with saline over the one associated with cocaine in a two bottle

test given following the test session. These findings are consistent with the view that a

robust reversal of palatability occurs (from rewarding to aversive) for a tastant that predicts

delayed cocaine availability, and that motivation for the drug increases following this shift.

3. NAc neurons track the learned aversion to the sweet

Under normal conditions, NAc neurons exhibit differential activity during direct application

of palatable and unpalatable taste stimuli (Roitman et al., 2005; Wheeler and Carelli, 2009).

Specifically, intraoral infusions of a palatable sucrose solution are associated,

predominantly, with transiently reduced firing rates for NAc neurons. This response profile

is illustrated in the perievent histogram (PEH) and raster display for one NAc neuron in Fig.

2A. In contrast, NAc neurons exhibit predominantly excitatory responses during infusion of

an aversive tastant, such as a bitter quinine solution, illustrated for another neuron in Fig.

2B. This differential pattern of neural activity cannot be attributed to goal-seeking (since the

tastants were infused directly into the oral cavity), and therefore likely reflects the hedonic

properties of the solutions.

Importantly, the aversive state that develops in our model of natural reward devaluation by

cocaine is reflected in a shift in the activity of populations of NAc neurons. As noted above

and illustrated in the pie charts in Fig. 3, under normal conditions the predominant response

(approximately 75%) of all phasically active NAc neurons to the application of a palatable

taste stimulus is a reduction (inhibition) in firing rate (top left). Not surprisingly, a similar

response profile was observed during infusion of the tastant paired with saline self-

administration in our model (bottom left). In contrast, the predominant neural response

(approximately 75%) to an unpalatable taste stimulus (quinine) is an increase (excitation) in

activity (top right). A similar response profile was observed for the tastant paired with

cocaine self-administration (bottom right). Further, the excitatory response profile and

corresponding aversive taste reactivity were inversely correlated to the latency to make the

first press for cocaine in the previous cocaine session. Collectively, these findings support

the view that the switch in NAc activity to predominately excitatory during infusions of the

cocaine-predictive tastant likely reflects the learned association with the drug, the

development of the negative affective state, and increased motivation to consume cocaine

once its available.

4. Rapid Dopamine Signaling tracks the learned aversion to the sweet

Next, we examined if the learned aversion to the sweet is also reflected in ‘real time’

dopamine release events (Wheeler et al., 2011). We used fast scan cyclic voltammetry

(FSCV) to measure rapid dopamine (subsecond) release to a tastant that signaled delayed

cocaine availability versus cues that signaled imminent cocaine. Although dopamine

transmission does not directly mediate taste perception (Berridge and Robinson, 2003),

electrophysiology studies show that dopamine activity rapidly increases in the NAc during
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the presentation of rewarding stimuli and typically decreases during aversive events

(Mirenowicz and Schultz, 1996; Roitman et al., 2008; Ungless et al., 2004). In our first

study, naive rats were implanted with intraoral catheters and one week later, given daily

drug conditioning sessions. In each session, rats were intraorally infused with a grape or

orange flavored saccharin solution, the paired tastant, delivered in 3.5 s trials for 45 trials.

This was immediately followed by an investigator-delivered intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection

of cocaine (20 mg/kg). The next day, the same rats were intraorally infused with the other

flavored saccharin solution, the unpaired tastant that predicted an i.p. injection of saline. The

rats received 10 taste–drug pairings. After training, all rats underwent surgery for FSCV and

one week later they were tested while rapid dopamine signaling was measured. On the test

day, rats were intraorally infused, with the unpaired and then the paired tastant in 45 discrete

3.5 s trials while orofacial responses (taste reactivity measures) were recorded. We showed

that rapid dopamine release increased during infusion of the unpaired saccharin tastant (Fig

4A, open circles), but that this dopamine response profile was reversed (i.e., decrease in

dopamine) during intraoral infusion of the cocaine-paired tastant (Fig. 4A, closed circles).

As above, infusion of the paired cue was accompanied by classic aversive taste reactivity

(Fig 4A, insert). This resembled the decline in NAc dopamine concentration (and expression

of aversive taste reactivity) observed in naive animals during infusions of the bitter aversive

stimulus, quinine (Fig. 4B; also see (Roitman et al., 2008).

Next, another set of rats were prepared with intraoral cannula, intrajugular catheters and

voltammetric recordings in the NAc shell and following recovery, given daily drug

conditioning sessions. In this case, rats were presented with an intraoral saccharin-sweetened

solution delivered as above, across a 45-min period before a 2-hour cocaine self-

administration session. On the test day, behavioral responses and dopamine release events

were recorded during taste presentation and self-administration. As predicted, the sweet taste

associated with future cocaine availability induced a decrease in dopamine concentration

(Fig 5A). Later in the same session, when rats had the opportunity to self-administer

cocaine, an increase in dopamine concentration was observed immediately following the

lever press, when animals received an audiovisual stimulus paired with cocaine (Fig 5B).

We have previously shown that this pattern of dopamine release is related to the cocaine-

paired audiovisual stimulus (as opposed to a pharmacologic effect of the drug) and is

sufficient to promote drug seeking (Phillips et al., 2003).

Clearly, the gustatory and audio/visual stimuli engage different sensory modalities. To

control for this and to test the ability of a taste cue to differentially modulate dopamine

release depending on its temporal relationship to cocaine availability, we ran an additional

study in another set of rats. Rats were trained in a self-administration procedure in which the

taste cue was not provided before cocaine-self administration, but as a replacement for the

audiovisual cues that typically accompany a lever press for cocaine. In this case, dopamine

was elevated following intraoral saccharin delivery examined in ‘probe’ trials before the

self-administration phase (Fig. 5C), and dopamine was also elevated following the lever

press that triggered both an intraoral saccharin infusion and intravenous cocaine infusion

(Fig. 5D). Thus, we observed rapid and pronounced dopamine release for cues (either

gustatory or audiovisual) that were associated with immediate cocaine delivery during self-

administration. These studies illustrate opposing dopaminergic release patterns (reduced
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when the taste cue predicts a delay to cocaine availability and elevated for taste cue/

audiovisual stimulus paired with cocaine delivery) related to the context in which the drug

cues are given. This shift is neural signaling is consistent with previous studies that showed

that NAc neurons and dopamine signaling track palatability shifts induced by a conditioned

taste aversion or salt depletion (Loriaux et al., 2011; McCutcheon et al., 2012; Roitman et

al., 2010).

4.1 The learned taste-drug association is reflected in a dampening of the mesolimbic
dopamine system

Negative affect is a common symptom of drug addiction that is expressed across categories

of abused substances (American Psychiatric Association, 1993; Baker et al., 2004) and this

altered emotional state is thought to be the result of dysregulated mesolimbic dopamine

function (Koob and Le Moal, 1997). We took two approaches in our study to examine if

there is a generalized reduction in dopamine function in animals that learned the taste-drug

association. Rapid dopamine signaling as measured by FSCV is increased during exposure

to reward-associated stimuli (Phillips et al., 2003; Roitman et al., 2004). Increases in

dopamine release events also occur intermittently during a session (i.e., not associated with a

particular cue), a phenomena we have termed ‘dopamine transients’ (Wightman et al.,

2007). Here, we examined dopamine transients between tastant infusions in phase 1. In a

naive animal transient release events resulted in a stable time-averaged dopamine

concentration plot that remained similar across all infusions (Fig 6A). However in an animal

that learned the tastant predicted delayed cocaine, high-concentration transient release

events were significantly reduced in later trials. This effect caused a reduced dopamine

concentration for animals experiencing the cocaine-predictive taste, even when the tastant

was not being infused (Fig 6B). This dampening of dopamine release coupled to aversive

taste reactivity during tastant infusion is consistent with the emergence of a negative

affective state (Koob and Le Moal, 1997).

Second, we employed the intracranial self-stimulation model (ICSS) to further confirm

whether there is a generalized dampening of dopamine signaling in animals experiencing the

negative affective state in our model. ICSS serves as a broad measure of reward function

with pronounced decreases in reward sensitivity (detected as elevations in reward threshold)

following withdrawal from abused substances (Carlezon and Chartoff, 2007; Koob and Le

Moal, 1997). We hypothesized that if the cocaine-predictive taste cue, presented across an

extended time period, is eliciting a negative affective state, then rats would also demonstrate

reduced ICSS sensitivity. Using our model, rats trained with a taste cue presented 45 min

before cocaine availability then were subsequently trained to press a distinct lever for ICSS

across several days. After training, rats pressed the lever for a descending range of ICSS

frequencies. After establishing baseline frequency responses, the cocaine-predictive tastant

was given, as previously, and the response rates for descending stimulus frequencies were

again recorded. As shown in Fig 6C, we observed a significant rightward shift in the

frequency response curve, demonstrating an elevated ICSS threshold. This shift was not

observed the following day when rats were exposed to water (Fig. 6D). Collectively, these

findings indicate a pronounced dampening of the dopamine system during exposure to the

cue that signaled impending, but delayed cocaine availability.
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5. Negative Affective State & Conditioned Withdrawal

We hypothesize that the increased motivated behavior for cocaine following this learned

association may be a consequence of the development of a negative affective state that is a

consequence of delayed drug availability. As postulated by Koob and colleagues, chronic

cocaine self-administration alters the rat’s ‘hedonic set point’, reducing responsiveness to

rewarding stimuli (Ahmed and Koob, 1998). As a modified form of the opponent process

theory (Solomon and Corbit, 1974), it is thought that this allosteric regulation reduces the

hedonic set point by increasing the function of “antireward” brain systems, thereby

increasing tolerance to the hedonic effects of cocaine (Ahmed and Koob, 1998, 2005; Koob

et al., 2004). This negative state is thought to be alleviated by drug loading (a phenomenon

observed our model in rats that show pronounced aversion to the cocaine-associated taste).

Our findings, consistent with this model, provide compelling evidence that the tastant that

predicts impending but delayed cocaine availability induces a conditioned negative affective

state that is reflected in the activity of distinct subsets of NAc neurons (Wheeler and Carelli,

2009; Wheeler et al., 2008) and rapid DA release (Wheeler et al., 2011), and is corrected by

cocaine self-administration. Thus, during this drug ‘waiting period’, we postulate that the rat

experiences an aversive state that may include the onset of conditioned anxiety, craving (a

strong subjective drive to use the drug), and/or withdrawal (i.e., a cocaine-need state).

Indeed, a recent report by Grigson and colleagues provided direct evidence that a drug-

paired taste cue elicits withdrawal and predicts cocaine self-administration in rats (Nyland

and Grigson, 2013). In their study a saccharin taste cue was paired with the opportunity to

self-administer cocaine. After 7 days of taste-drug pairings, rats received the cocaine-

associated taste cue in the self-administration chambers followed by an injection of

naloxone. Naloxone can precipitate measurable indices of withdrawal, including a decrease

in body weight. As such, the authors very cleverly examined body weight loss to test if a

drug-paired taste cue elicits conditioned withdrawal in anticipation of drug availability. The

authors report the cocaine group had a significant loss in body weight 2 h after naloxone

administration and greater withdrawal predicted greater cocaine self-administration in rats.

These findings are consistent with the notion that avoidance of the drug-paired taste cue may

result from the development of an aversive conditioned state of withdrawal that develops

when the taste cue comes to predict the delayed availability of drug.

6. Heightened Aversive State following Cocaine Abstinence

In humans, drug taking behavior is typically followed by periods of abstinence from drug

use then increased drug consumption (Gawin, 1991). In animal models, removal of the

abused substance (i.e., experimenter controlled abstinence, also referred to as withdrawal)

results in numerous ‘neuroadaptations’ in the brain reward system. For example, reports

indicate glutamate-related cellular changes (Baker et al., 2003; Ghasemzadeh et al., 2003;

Kalivas et al., 2003), alterations in gene expression (Toda et al., 2002), alterations in GABA

concentration (Xi et al., 2003), and structural changes in NAc medium spiny neurons

(Robinson et al., 2001; Robinson and Kolb, 2004) following cocaine removal. Further, one-

month abstinence from cocaine self-administration results in changes in cAMP dependent

protein kinase, adenylate cyclase, tyrosine hydroxylase and alterations in various glutamate
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receptor subunits in the VTA and/or NAc (Lu et al., 2003). Abstinence from cocaine self-

administration induces an ‘incubation of craving” effect whereby rats exhibit enhanced

responding during extinction following experimenter-imposed abstinence (Lu et al., 2004;

Pickens et al., 2011). Formation of GluA2-lacking AMPAs in NAc neurons following

prolonged cocaine abstinence appears to mediate this enhanced cocaine-seeking (Conrad et

al., 2008). Importantly, neuroplasticity associated with drug use is modulated by dopamine

(Berke and Hyman, 2000; Hyman et al., 2006; Pickens et al., 2011), and changes in the

dopamine system are observed in nonhuman primates (Beveridge et al., 2009; Nader et al.,

2006) and humans (Volkow et al., 1997) following cocaine abstinence.

Electrophysiological recordings in behaving rats have also revealed discrete changes in NAc

signaling following experimenter-controlled abstinence. For example, we reported that

interruption of cocaine access following self-administration caused a dramatic increase in

the number and strength of NAc neurons that encode cocaine-related information (Hollander

and Carelli, 2005), a heightened activation of NAc neurons by cocaine-associated stimuli

(Hollander and Carelli, 2007), and enhanced drug seeking during extinction that was

encoded by distinct populations of NAc neurons (Cameron and Carelli, 2012; Hollander and

Carelli, 2007). We also reported a shift in neural signaling toward more cocaine-related

processing (as opposed to food) following abstinence that may be relevant to the decrease in

reinforcing properties of natural rewards reported by human drug addicts (Gawin, 1991;

Grigson, 2008). Critically, Grigson and Twining (2002) showed that following 1-month

cocaine abstinence the devaluation of a natural reward by cocaine was maintained, and that

abstinence exacerbated drug seeking during extinction (i.e., incubation of craving).

These findings indicate that the learned aversive state that occurs when the sweet signals

impending, but delayed drug availability is maintained during withdrawal and prolonged

abstinence. Recent research in our laboratory (unpublished) confirms and extends those

findings. Rats were prepared for intra-oral cannula and intrajugular catheters and trained on

our natural reward devaluation task. In phase 1, all rats were intra-orally infused with a

flavored saccharin solution in 3.5s trials every min for 45 trials. Immediately after in phase

2, rats were able to self-administer cocaine using procedures described above. Animals were

trained for 14 days. Taste reactivity was measured on day 1 of training, day 14 of training

and following 30 days of experimenter controlled cocaine abstinence (n=5). There was a

significant change in taste reactivity across days for both aversive and appetitive responses

(F2,3=57.3; p<0.01; F2,3=12.4; p<0.01, respectively). As indicated in Fig. 7, on day 1, rats

exhibited primarily appetitive taste reactivity during tastant infusion (Fig. 7A&B, left

columns). This behavioral profile shifted to predominately aversive taste reactivity

following 14 days of training (Fig. 7A&B, middle columns). Importantly, this aversive state

was amplified following 1 month cocaine abstinence reflected by significantly more

aversive counts (t=5.9, p <0.01) and a trend towards fewer appetitive counts (t=2.4, p=0.08;

Fig 7. A&B, right columns). Consistent with an incubation of craving effect, the same rats

exhibited significantly increased lever pressing during extinction, compared to another

group of rats (n=4) that experienced only 1 day cocaine abstinence (t=3.1818, p<0.05; Fig.

7C). Finally, we found a significant positive correlation between the number of lever presses

during extinction and the percent change in aversive taste reactivity following abstinence
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(Fig. 7D). These findings indicate that the larger the number of lever press responses during

extinction, the greater the expression of aversive taste reactivity.

7. Beyond the NAc: Possible Neural Circuit underlying Natural Reward

Devaluation by Cocaine

To date, our work has focused exclusively on the role of the NAc in natural reward

devaluation by cocaine. Since the NAc does not function in isolation but is embedded in a

larger neural circuit, it will be important to determine other neural substrates involved in this

process. In this regard, neural regions attributed to stress processing (Koob et al., 2004;

Koob and Zorrilla, 2010) and withdrawal/aversion (Koob and Volkow, 2010) are likely

candidates, particularly since the stress circuit has been implicated in stages of drug

addiction, craving and relapse (Koob and Volkow, 2010; Koob and Zorrilla, 2010; Sinha et

al., 2003; Preston and Epstein, 2011). Further, in rats, the stress hormone, corticosterone, is

elevated to a taste cue that signals a delay in drug delivery (Gomez et al., 2000) possibly

reflecting a negative affective state.

One brain region of interest for its role in stress and addiction and its anatomical link to the

NAc as part of the ‘extended amygdala’ is the bed nucleus stria terminalis (BNST). The

BNST integrates information between limbic structures (e.g., amygdala and medial

prefrontal cortex) and the hypothalamic paraventricular nucleus (PVN), and is therefore

well-positioned to play a role in modulating reward, aversion and stress (Erb and Stewart,

1999; McFarland et al., 2004; Wenzel et al., 2011). We used FSCV to measure ‘real time’

changes in extracellular catecholamine concentration during intra oral delivery of either

sucrose or quinine in distinct subregions of the BNST (Park et al., 2012). The BNST is

divided into several anatomically distinct regions including two which are neurochemically

distinct, the dorsolateral (dlBNST) and ventral (vBNST). The vBNST receives dense

norepinephrine (NE) innervation from the nucleus of solitary tract and locus coeruleus, but

little dopamine input (Delfs et al., 2000; Park et al., 2009). In contrast, the dlBNST receives

dopamine innervation from the ventral tegmental area (VTA), but contains little

norepinephrine (Hasue and Shammah-Lagnado, 2002; Meloni et al., 2006). We found that

the aversive stimulus quinine activated NE signaling in vBNST but inhibited dopamine

release in the dlBNST, whereas the palatable stimulus, sucrose, had the opposite effect,

inhibiting NE in vBNST and causing dopamine release in the dlBNST. We speculate that the

net result of these reciprocal neurochemical actions is an excitation of the HPA axis in

response to aversive stimuli and an inhibition in response to rewarding stimuli. Our data are

consistent with the view that the BNST functions as a reward-aversion integrator, processing

opposing hedonic states and influencing response outputs appropriate for survival. These

findings suggests that BNST-NAc circuit may be a prime candidate to modulate the shift in

hedonic value of a natural reward, and increases in stress associated withdrawal (Gomez et

al., 2000; Nyland and Grigson, 2012), after it predicts delayed cocaine availability.

A number of other neural substrates could also be involved in the negative affective state in

our model. For example, the amygdala has been implicated in the regulation of emotional

memory (LeDoux, 2003) and associative learning (Holland and Gallagher 1999) and thus

may play a role in this process. The basolateral amygdala (BLA), which sends dense
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projections to NAc (Kelley et al., 1982), influences discrete aspects of NAc activity and

dopamine release during goal-directed behaviors (Carelli et al., 2003; Jones et al., 2010a;

Jones et al., 2010b; Jones et al., 2008). Further, the BLA is necessary for updating

associations about motivational stimuli to reflect changes in reward value (Balleine et al.,

2003; Hatfield et al., 1996; West et al., 2012). Importantly, the amygdala has also been

implicated in drug addiction in animals (Beveridge et al., 2006; See et al., 2003) and human

addicts (Childress et al., 1999; Makris et al., 2004). Likewise, the medial prefrontal cortex

(mPFC) is of interest. Rats that show persistent compulsive drug seeking exhibit changes in

mPFC excitability (Chen et al., 2013). Further, enhancement of mPFC activity is sufficient

to induce incubation of craving in rats after only one day of abstinence (Koya et al., 2009).

Finally, the LHb is another important region to consider since activation of LHb efferents to

the midbrain produces aversion (Stamatakis and Stuber, 2012). Further, LHb neurons

preferentially synapse on VTA dopamine neurons that project to the medial PFC (Lammel et

al., 2012), which are preferentially activated by aversive stimuli (Lammel et al., 2012). In

sum, the NAc is likely part of a larger complex neural network influencing/controlling the

negative affective state revealed in our model.

8. Concluding remarks

Numerous studies have examined three key factors that appear to play critical roles in

driving drug relapse: the drug itself, stress and cocaine-associated cues (Gawin, 1991;

O’Brien et al., 1992). However embedded in the addiction cycle is the emergence of

negative affective states including dysphoria, irritability, and anhedonia that appear equally

important (Baker et al., 2004; Fox et al., 2008; Koob and Le Moal, 1997; Newton et al.,

2003). We hypothesize that the cocaine-paired taste in our model serves as a predictive cue

of cocaine’s impending availability and precipitates the expression of a conditioned aversive

state in learned anticipation of the future opportunity to self-administer cocaine [see

(Wheeler et al., 2008)]. The critical feature of our model is that the rat has to ‘wait’ an

extended period for drug availability, and this waiting period is aversive (as revealed by

gapes during infusion of the previously palatable tastant). Indeed, aversive taste reactivity

was not observed by Parker and colleagues when cocaine immediately followed tastant

infusion (Parker, 1995). Said another way, our model may be analogous to placing an addict

in a room, and telling him/her that they can have all the cocaine they desire - but they have

to wait to gain access to it. During this waiting period the addict (in our model, rat)

experiences an aversive state that may include the onset of conditioned anxiety, craving (a

strong subjective drive to use the drug), and/or withdrawal (i.e., a cocaine-need state).

Further, once in this state, interest in other previously rewarding items (e.g., food, family,

friends) pales in comparison to their desire for drug (American Psyhiatric Association, 1993;

Dackis, 2004; Santolaria-Fernandez et al., 1995) and these negative feelings play an

important role in craving and relapse (Koob and Volkow, 2010). Critically, this negative

affective state is ‘corrected’ by the drug itself. Indeed, we showed that rats exhibiting the

strongest aversive taste reactivity were the most motivated to consume the drug, once

available (Wheeler et al., 2008). Further, this aversive state is exacerbated following

prolonged cocaine abstinence [(Grigson and Twining, 2002) and Fig. 7], and is observed

with other abused substances (Parker, 1995; Gomez et at al., 2000; Grigson, 2008; Nyland
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and Grigson, 2013). Thus, understanding the neurobiological mechanisms mediating the

emergence of negative affective states and associated devaluation of natural rewards by

cocaine could led to novel pharmacological treatments that ameliorate this detrimental

consequence of repeated drug use, help refocus the addicts interest toward natural reward

procurement, and attenuate the continued drive (craving) for the drug.
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Highlights

• Negative affect and natural reward devaluation are features of drug addiction.

• We review neural mechanisms underlying these processes using a novel rat

model.

• Cocaine cues elicit an aversive drug need state and increases motivation for

drug.

• Accumbens neurons and rapid dopamine signaling encode this state.

• This research may lead to novel treatments for cocaine addiction
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Figure 1.
Behavioral responses to saccharin that predicts delayed cocaine. Before learning, rats exhibit

mostly appetitive orofacial reactions to infusion of the saline-paired tastant (A) but aversive

reactions to the one paired with impending cocaine (B). Orofacial responses are reflected in

EMG activity of the anterior diagastric jaw muscle. EMG activity occurred in rapid, low-

amplitude bursts indicative of licking shortly after infusion of the saline-paired tastant (C).

These responses occurred during the infusion of the cocaine-paired tastant as well, but

longer duration, higher-amplitude contractions indicative of aversive taste reactivity also

were observed (D). Cocaine-induced devaluation was correlated with motivation to take

cocaine. Drug loading was correlated both to the latency to make the first press and the

expression of aversive taste reactivity (plotted in shading, E). Taste reactivity counts (mean

± SEM) revealed appetitive taste reactivity to the tastant paired with saline and aversive

taste reactivity to the one paired with impending cocaine (F). * denotes significant

differences, p < .05. Figure modified from Wheeler et al. (2008) with permission from

Elsevier.
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Figure 2.
NAc neurons exhibit opposite firing patterns during intraoral infusion of rewarding versus

aversive tastants. Left: raster and perievent histogram (PEH) shows the activity of a

representative NAc neuron exhibiting a decrease in firing during infusion of a sweet sucrose

solution. Right: another NAc neuron showed increased activity during intraoral infusions of

a bitter quinine solution. Pump onset at time 0 in PEH; horizontal black bar indicates

intraoral infusion duration. Figure modified from Roitman et al. (2005) with permission

from Elsevier.
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Figure 3.
NAc neurons track the learned aversion to the sweet following its repeated pairing with

cocaine. Top: Pie charts showing the distribution of excitatory versus inhibitory neurons

during intraoral infusion of a sweet (left) versus quinine (right) in naïve rats. Bottom: The

pie charts show that the majority of NAc neurons exhibited inhibitory responses to the

tastant paired with saline self-administration (left), but shifted to predominately excitatory

activity during infusion of the tastant paired with cocaine self-administration (right). Figure

modified from Roitman (2005) and Wheeler et al. (2008) with permission from Elsevier.
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Figure 4.
Aversive conditioning and reduced dopamine release for a cocaine-predictive stimulus. Top:

Intraoral infusions of a palatable saccharin solution (unpaired, open circles) elicited

dopamine release (mean ± SEM) whereas a distinctively flavored saccharin solution that

predicted a cocaine injection (paired, closed circles) decreased dopamine. Inset: mean counts

of aversive taste reactivity were significantly greater for the cocaine-paired compared to the

unpaired saccharin solution, p <.05. Bottom: Dopamine increased during infusion of

saccharin (open circles) and decreased during quinine delivery (closed circles) in naïve rats.

Inset: mean counts of aversion were significantly elevated for the quinine solution, not the

saccharin solution, p <.05. Figure modified from Wheeler et al. (2011) with permission from

Elsevier.
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Figure 5.
Dopamine (DA) release during tastant infusion and self-administration. A: Dopamine

release to the cocaine-paired audio-visual taste cue before self-administration and, B:

relative to the lever press for cocaine paired with the audio visual cue. C: ’Probe’ infusions

of the cocaine-paired tastant used instead of the audiovisual cue during self-administration

training elevated dopamine concentration across all animals. D: Dopamine release events

were also observed immediately following the lever press when the taste cue was used

instead of the audiovisual cue during self-administration. *Significant increases in dopamine

concentration compared to baseline. Figure modified from Wheeler et al. (2011) with

permission from Elsevier.
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Figure 6.
Dampened dopamine release during the 45-min period before cocaine availability and

revealed via ICSS. A: Average dopamine concentration (mean ± SEM) in the baseline

period for all rats receiving the unpaired tastant is stable across trials (early vs. late), p < .05.

B: Dopamine concentration decreased significantly across trials for rats receiving the

cocaine-predictive taste cue. *Significant difference p < .05. C: Baseline ICSS threshold

curves were established (open circles, mean ± SEM), then rats received infusions of the

cocaine-paired tastant, and the curves were redetermined (closed circles). The cocaine-

paired tastant right-shifted ICSS thresholds significantly. *Significant differences in ICSS

response rates. D: Baseline ICSS threshold curves were established (open circles), and then

all rats received infusions of water and the curves were redetermined (closed circles). Water

infusions did not change ICSS response rates. Figure modified from Wheeler et al. (2011)

with permission from Elsevier.
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Figure 7.
Abstinence enhances the devaluation of saccharin that predicts impending, but delayed

cocaine availability during the first 15 trials of saccharin delivery. On day 1 of training rats

exhibited predominantly appetitive taste reactivity counts during saccharin infusion (A&B,

left columns) but aversive counts after saccharin was paired with cocaine for 14 days (A&B,

middle columns). Following 30 days of abstinence, the increase of aversive taste reactivity

counts was exacerbated (A&B, right columns). * denotes significantly different from day 1,

# denotes significantly different from day 14, ^ denotes a trend towards significantly

different from day 14. Experimenter controlled abstinence (30 days) led to an increase in

number of lever presses under extinction compared to only 1 day of abstinence (C). *

denotes significant difference in lever presses (p<0.05). The number of lever presses during

extinction was positively correlated with the percent change in cocaine-induced devaluation

following abstinence (D).
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